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INSIDE THIS ISSUE:
NEW KEYS FROM KORG
The company that brought you the best selling M1,
X-Series instruments and 01/W now introduces its
newest synths, the N-Series Music Workstations.
With the 76-key N264 and 61-key N364, Korg has
taken performance, function and affordability to a
whole new level.      — SEE PAGE 2

DIGITAL DREAM MACHINE
The great digital multitracks just keep on coming.
In this case, it’s the Fostex D80 Rackmount Hard
Disk Recorder, with a great price, superior specs
and all the features you’ve come to expect from a
Fostex product. Get an exciting first look inside.

        — SEE PAGE 3

BEYOND 16-BIT RESOLUTION
Your 16-bit multitrack sounds pretty incredible,
right? But have you ever wondered if it was pos-
sible to make that shiny new digital machine sound
even better? You can by moving up to full 20-bit reso-
lution with the amazing Apogee AD-1000.

        — SEE PAGE 3

JUST COMPOSE YOURSELF
Want easy to use Mac-based notation software
that’s powerful enough to satisfy the demands of
today’s most demanding composers? Then you
might just be looking for Overture from Opcode.

— SEE PAGE 4

PLUS: Earthworks Microphones, Crown D-45 and
D-75A Amplifiers, Analog Synths and Percussion
from Novation, Roland and Nord, PCI Recording,
QSound Plug-ins, the Best-Selling Microphones of
1996, Soundware Scene and much more!

By Kenny Bergle/Sweetwater Sales Engineer
Have you ever wondered what your room would sound

like if you paid big bucks to a qualified professional acous-
tician for a consultation? Do you  have a sneaking suspicion
that the next piece of expensive gear you buy might not sound
as good as it really should because your listening environ-
ment doesn’t sound as good as it could?

Here at Sweetwater, our concept has always been to pro-
vide the most value for our customers’ money. And some-
times money is better spent on the room itself instead of on
the electronic signal path or even new monitors. Knowing
the value of an accurate, pleasing listening room, we have
joined forces with acoustics expert Dr. Peter D’Antonio, Presi-
dent and CEO of RPG Diffusor Systems, Inc., in spread-
ing the wealth of information about acoustics to musicians
everywhere and making the physics of acoustics actually work
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to your advantage! Dr. D’Antonio recently published a White
Paper on Acoustics that discusses in detail the critical as-
pects of sound and acoustic imaging as it relates directly to
the listening room. The complete report is available exclu-
sively online as part of Sweetwater University on our web
site and we urge all studio owners to download a copy. In
this article, we will be discussing some specific findings
and how they may apply to every musician and their listen-
ing environment through the RPG AcousticTools line.

“Once (a person) gets the scientific principles down,
the actual application of controlling sound in a given room
is quite simple,” says Dr. D’Antonio. After personally listen-
ing to many hours of his explanations and lectures, I be-
lieve him! You learn to list the problems and then list the
solutions for your specific situation. You learn about the

REAL WORLD SOLUTIONS FOR REAL WORLD STUDIOS

— Continued on page 11



Korg claims it would take over thirty (yes, 30) hours to audition all the N-
Series on-board programs and combinations if you spent just two minutes listen-
ing to each one. Considering the fact that the company’s new N264 ($2400 list)
and N364 ($1900 list) Workstations are filled to the top with a staggering 936
programs and combinations based on
8MB of PCM ROM data featuring 430
Multisounds and 215 drum sounds, the
math sounds about right, but who the heck
could limit themselves to two just min-
utes a program?

Boasting 64-voice polyphony (double
that of the company’s best-selling 01/W
Synth), the N264 features a very playable
76-note keyboard, while the N364 sports
a more modest 61-notes, both with ve-
locity and aftertouch sensitivity. Both in-
struments also feature Real-time Pattern
Play and Record (RPPR) which allows you to record and save musical phrases and
ideas as patterns. You can then play back a pattern just by pressing the key you’ve
assigned it to. There are 100 RPPR pattern memory locations and you can use the
ones that were preprogrammed at the factory (which are actually quite cool), edit
them or create your own originals, then save them to the built-in floppy drive.

Remember Arpeggiators? They were really fun to play with and a great creative
tool. Good news: both the N264 and N364 have built-in Arpeggiators that let you
create arpeggios over a four-octave range in Up, Down, Alternate One, Alternate
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KORG N-SERIES

Korg’s latest N-Series Workstations are available in 61-note (the N364 pictured
above) and 76-note (N264) versions, both with AI2 synthesis architecture.

Two or Random Arpeggio Modes, so you can create complex grooves and express
yourself in a way that’s all but impossible without this feature.

Hey, can we interest you in a sequencer? Since these machines come from
Korg, you can bet they come complete with one — in this case a user-friendly 16-

track, 32,000 event sequencer that
supports Standard MIDI file format.
Heck, just telling you about all the
sequencer functions would take up all
our room here, but let’s just say it’s
everything you’d expect from a Korg
Music Workstation.

And of course both these instru-
ments have dual digital stereo multi-
effects processors with real-time con-
trol. There are 47 effect types to
choose from, and with dynamic, real-
time control, you can custom-tweak

each effect to perfectly match your needs and playing style. If you’ve ever heard a
Korg effects processor, you know exactly how sweet they sound.

Put all these features together with Korg’s world renowned AI2 synthesis, and
you’ve got unprecedented power and playability in an affordable package. How af-
fordable? Well, just one call to your Sweetwater sales engineer will convince you
that these remarkable machines deliver all the features you could ever want without
breaking the budget. So give us a call today for more information and your special
low price on one of Korg’s new N-Series Workstations.

TASCAM INTRODUCES
INNOVATIVE NEW 564
DIGITAL PORTASTUDIO

Combining the operational ease of the famed Portastudio line with
the random access capabilities of a hard disk recorder, the new
TASCAM 564 Digital Portastudio is bound to create a lot of interest
among working musicians. Carrying a list price of just $1499, the 564
ushers in a whole new era of high quality, cost effective digital record-
ing based on its use of the exciting new MiniDisc technology (nope, no
cassette tapes here, folks!).

This machine is geared towards the musician who’s looking for fast
and flexible editing control, as well as a convenient medium for both
data storage and exchange. Its random access functions include in-
stantaneous locate capability (no waiting for the silly tape to rewind or
fast forward — this is, after all, a digital recorder!), erase, divide, com-
bine, “Bounce Forward” and a huge batch of other innovative features
that will make your recording sessions hassle-free and better sounding
than you ever imagined.

Of course, you also get all the useful features you’d expect in a high
quality integrated mixer/recorder like: Auto Punch In/Out with rehearsal
mode (very important), 3-band EQ with sweepable mids (very pro!), two
AUX sends (very flexible), 4 mono channels and 4 stereo channels (for a
total of 12 channels, kids!), balanced XLR inputs for use with pro-quality
low impedance mics, and a rotary control for jog and data entry.

Since this wonder machine was designed around the hot, new MiniDisc
technology, you have tremendous editing control over all your record-
ings. As mentioned, the 564 allows you to locate to any point instantly.
Then you can easily delete unwanted material, divide one recorded seg-
ment into two (or combine two into one). Songs can be divided into as
many as 20 patterns by placing a series of index markers throughout your
song. All patterns and tracks can be named and by using the REPEAT

function, the 564 allows you to totally rearrange your music: turn a four
measure intro into an 8 measure intro or shorten that guitar solo.

One of the most exciting features of the 564 is that you can now record
up to five individual “takes” of a given track, then sit back and listen for the
best performance before you commit any particular take to a track. The
564 provides conventional Ping Pong Recording, as well as the all-new
Bounce Forward function which enables you to create a series of submixes
complete with effects and EQ, then carry that stereo mix forward to the
next song location on disc. But should you decide later to go back to the
original tracks, you’ll be glad to know they’re still there in the original
location. You can even use your MMC (MIDI Machine Control) capable
sequencer to control all transport and track arming features of the 564.

You’re sure to want to know more about this groundbreaking machine
(and there’s tons more stuff to tell you about), so call your Sweetwater
sales engineer for all the facts and your special pricing on a TASCAM 564!

The TASCAM 564 combines MiniDisc technology with Portastudio convenience.

WE ACCEPT ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS! Or charge it to your Sweetwater Technology Card! Call for details: (219) 432-8176

A SIMPLE FORMULA: ADD MORE
FEATURES AND LOWER THE PRICE
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By Mitch Gallagher/Sweetwater Sales Engineer
You’re all set to go: You’ve got your project studio up

and running with a console, mics, processors, monitors, a
recorder — pretty much everything you need to make good
recordings. One thing is missing: The flexibility and power
of true random access hard disk recording and editing. But
with the investment you already have in your studio, how
can you justify purchasing a computer, hard disk, and an-
other recording system? It also doesn’t make sense to add
another unit that has a built-in mixer and capabilities you’ve
already got covered with your existing gear.

A tough problem until now! And one that Fostex has
addressed as they released their D-80 Rackmount Hard
Disk Recorder to handle this exact situation. The D-80 is
an 8-track, hard disk-based, random access recorder/editor
designed to integrate into, and augment existing studio set-
ups. No need to replace your existing mixer, processors and
such, the D-80 will happily work right in, providing you
with access to all the benefits of random access audio!

Features include a built-in, removable 850 MB hard disk,
16-bit, 44.1 kHz recording, and 18-bit, 64x oversampling
A/D and D/A convertors that ensure consistent, great sound-
ing audio with a frequency response of 20 Hz – 20 kHz,
and a dynamic range greater than 92 dB. The D-80 will
record all 8 tracks simultaneously, and can divide its hard
drive into five separate segments, each with its own tempo
map, time signature and other parameters. The unit can

By Rob McGaughey/Sweetwater Sales Engineer
I was amazed to hear that there are now well over

200,000 digital multitrack systems in operation all
over the world. Between ADATs, DA88s, DR8s, Darwins,
VS-880s and other hard disk systems, modular digital
multitracks have really taken over on many
levels of the recording industry. So it’s no
surprise that many customers ask: “What
can I do to squeeze a little more perfor-
mance out of my digital recording system?"

Well, one of the best ways to accom-
plish this is by increasing the bit resolution
of your recording medium. If you’ve ever
had the opportunity to hear a true 20-bit
or 24-bit recording, you know just how im-
pressive they sound. These higher resolu-
tion recordings exhibit a lower noise floor,
improved clarity and detail (particularly in
low level signals) and a smoother sound
quality without the harshness that some
people have attributed to lower resolution recordings.

So now you’re thinking, “That’s great, Rob, but I
can’t afford a 20-bit digital multitrack!”

Think again. A company called Apogee Elec-
tronics has a solution that’s perfect for any 16-bit digi-
tal recorder with AES/EBU, S/PDIF, ADAT optical,
TOSLINK, SDIF or SDIF-II digital inputs. It’s called the
AD-1000 ($3295 list) and I personally feel that it is

the best-sounding analog to digital converter on the
market. But that’s not all! (I promise not to throw in a
set of Ginsu knives here.) It also has an ultra high
quality stereo microphone preamp with selectable
phantom power. These mic preamps offer one of the

most direct, cleanest paths to a digital multitrack and
are truly worthy of the Apogee name.  They have sepa-
rate multi-turn calibration pots, input peak metering
and “over” indicators.

But the unit also includes a feature called
SoftLimit which incorporates a unique limiter into
the signal path (if you so choose), so you can get a
little extra punch out of your recordings and reduce — Continued on page 9

the worries of digital clipping. And this ain’t no cheesy,
afterthought limiter, either! I think you’ll find it to be
very useful for a wide variety of applications and the
resultant overall hotter levels will definitely bring a
smile to your face.

   Now you’re wondering, “How is this very
cool A/D converter going to give me 20-bit
performance?”  The answer is: UV22!

   Huh? Okay, I’ll explain: UV22 is a pro-
cess that encodes 20-bit audio and stores
it onto your 16-bit medium. The beauty is
that UV22 is an encode only process that
will preserve the sonic detail, clarity and
tonal balance of a 20-bit recording when
played back via any 16-bit converters. How
does this work? In a nutshell, UV22 encod-
ing is analogous to bias in an analog re-
cording system and adds an inaudible high
frequency tone to the digital signal that
smoothes out the rough edges and captures

resolution even beyond 20-bits. I think you’ll be
stunned by how much better your 16-bit audio will
sound encoded with UV22.

Is if this weren’t enough (but still no knives!), the
AD-1000 also converts between AES/EBU, S/PDIF and
ADAT optical formats. It supports crystal, word clock,
AES/EBU, S/PDIF and video sync sources with all the

BEEN DREAMING OF 20-BIT RECORDINGS?

Apogee’s AD-1000 adds 20-bit resolution to your existing 16-bit multitrack!

slave another unit using MIDI Time Code, or via optical in-
terfacing. Plus, the D-80 features random access editing
with audio cut, copy and pasting available across different
tracks. A full complement of MIDI, digital
and audio connections are, of course, inte-
gral to the unit.

While the D-80 is an obvious solution
to the problem of easily incorporating hard
disk capabilities into an existing studio, it
can also serve as the centerpiece for an
emerging studio as well. Great features,
ease of use and outstanding, uncompressed
digital audio quality — Fostex has another
winner on their hands!

While the D-80, which retails for
$2,195, is shipped with a removable 850
MB hard drive, Fostex has announced that
an optional plug-in 1.3 GB hard drive, of-
fering 30 minutes of uncompressed recording time, will be
made available. But there are many other hard drive op-
tions ranging from 540MB to 2.55GB.

Of course, a digital multitrack recorder should offer a
whole lot more than just tapeless recording. It must excel
in four key areas: audio (which we’ve already covered), ex-
pansion, synchronization and editing, something the new
Fostex D-80 Digital Multitrack does with consummate ease.

EXPANSION: The Fostex D-80 is ready to record 8 tracks

FOSTEX D80: NO COMPRESSION, NO COMPROMISE
of CD-quality audio right out of the box. It can also be slave
or master to other D-80s or Fostex DMT-8s to provide full
16- or 24-track recording. And unlike other machines, you

don’t lose any audio tracks — it’s all done via built-in, sub-
frame accurate MTC.

SYNCHRONIZATION: The Fostex D-80 will synchro-
nize with any MIDI sequencer and is also at home in the
post production environment where accurate and flexible
synchronization is essential, so sample accuracy is offered
via Word Clock through S/PDIF. It’s fully MMC compliant so
you can control the transport functions from sequencers

Record 8 tracks simultaneously on a removable hard disk with the new D80

— Continued on page 9
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ATTENTION ALL
INTERNATIONAL
CUSTOMERS...

Due to dramatic increases in the cost of
mailing Sweet Notes internationally, we
have been forced to discontinue sending
copies to many of our customers over-
seas (you folks in Canada are still fine).
You can call, fax or send us e-mail to find
out if you will be affected. All issues will
still be posted on our Web Site at “www.
sweetwater.com”, or you can purchase a
subscription for $18 if you would like a
“hard copy” for your files.

Professional Music Notation and
Publishing Software from Opcode

by Ken Johnson,
Educational Sales Manager/Opcode Systems

Getting it down. Your musical ideas, that is. Whether
it’s a melody, a chord progression, some lyrics, or a com-
plete score, getting it down on paper is an important part
of being a musician. And although computers have helped
us be more productive in almost every other phase
of our lives, serious compromises have had to be
made when choosing a notation software pack-
age. You can pick easy-to-use software with
stripped down features, or full-featured software
with a complex matrix of unpredictable tools. Hey,
what about a really powerful notation program
that’s easy and fast to use? When Opcode’s Over-
ture software was originally introduced, it won
awards because of it’s power, speed, and intuitive
interface. Now, with the introduction of Overture
2.0, it redefines what notation software can be.
In this article, I’ll try to explain what makes Over-
ture special and detail some of its unique features.

Instrument Libraries. An arranger/com-
poser/musician thinks most intuitively in terms of
instrumental names, not names of devices, MIDI
channels and programs. Overture’s Instrumental
Library provides a location where you can define
what MIDI device, channel and program will rep-
resent an instrument. Once your Instrument Li-
brary is set, you can easily choose sounds by in-
strument name and forget about MIDI. You can
set up as many libraries as you like and load them
into Overture to suit your compositional taste for a par-
ticular document. This is also where you set up transpo-
sition information for an instrument so that parts are ex-
tracted in the correct key or displayed in the correct key
if you’re working on a transposed score. Transpositions
for most band and orchestral instruments are already done
for you.

Complete OMS and Name Manager support.
Opcode’s “Open Music System” is the most widely adopted
standard for MIDI communication in the industry, and
Overture is the first notation program which completely
supports it. OMS provides a central location for defining
and storing a detailed description of your MIDI studio.
This means that Overture can know all about all the de-
vices and patches in your studio, including patches avail-
able using bank select, and you can choose those devices
and patches by name. Users of Opcode’s Galaxy Editor/

Librarian can access all the advantages of that program
from Overture, providing the most complete MIDI system
integration available in a notation program. Through OMS,
Overture can utilize Apple’s QuickTime Musical Instru-
ments, which turns your Macintosh into a functional sound
module. This works nicely in a pinch or in educational

situations where budget constraints just don’t allow for
MIDI instruments at every computer.

Sophisticated features.  A lot of new features have
been added to Overture 2.0. For example, the new “Ex-
pressions Palette” allows you to save and customize large
lists of text expressions that you frequently use in your
scores. These expressions can be saved in libraries that
you can load into Overture at your discretion. For instance
you can have a jazz expression library, a rock library and
a symphonic library; simply load the expression library
that’s appropriate for the music you’re creating. You also
have control over whether an expression appears in sub-
sequent parts that you print out from a score. Speaking of
printing out parts, Overture now allows you to print out
multiple parts (or “voices”) from a single staff. So now
trumpet 1 and 2 which share a staff in your score, can
easily be printed out to separate parts. Also, parts involv-

ing transposing instruments automatically
are printed in their correct playing key. Yes,
you can also display concert or transposed
scores. Beat charts allow you to exactly de-
fine how much space is allotted for a given
beat or subdivision of a beat in a measure. In
addition, beat charts can be defined globally
for an entire document. A staff optimize com-
mand allows you to eliminate staves contain-
ing no notes on a given page, as is standard
scoring practice. In addition to the standard
palette of articulations, a new palette of jazz
articulations has been added including sym-
bols for slides, fall offs, shakes, doits, and
flips, just to name a few.  If your tastes in
scoring lean towards the unusual, you’ll be
glad to see the new Post Script Drawing Tools
which allow you to freely draw curves, lines
and other shapes with solid or a variety of
dashed lines. You can also import characters

OVERTURE 2.0
from any font. Some of these features are available on a
few other notation programs, but the real beauty of Over-
ture is how simply they are implemented - you won’t find
yourself opening up the manual every time you need to
get something done.

Capture EPS or PICT images. Music educators
and method book writers take note: Overture al-
lows you to create an EPS or PICT file of any ele-
ment or section of a score for instant pasting into
virtually any application. This is great for teach-
ers who prepare quizzes, tests, and worksheets
or for students who are working on papers.

Vision users feel right at home. In the
past, notation software users have had to accept
limited MIDI editing and playback ability. Not any
more. Overture uses the same graphic editing win-
dow found in Vision, which allows you to place
and edit program change, velocity, controller and
note information with confidence and precision.
Vision users will also recognize the controls win-
dow, which operates just like the control window
in Vision. You can even punch in and out of Over-
ture in real time recording just like in Vision.
Speaking of MIDI playback, “Hold Timing” is a new
feature that allows you to freeze the MIDI perfor-
mance of a piece and make it completely inde-
pendent of the music that scrolls while it plays!
The possibilities are endless here, but a common
application of this would be to represent a com-
plex glissando with only a half note and a graphic.

Lyric entry.  This is really a beautifully designed fea-
ture. Overture allows you to type in lyrics “en mass”, as
you would into a word processor and then “flow” the lyr-
ics into the music in one simple operation. Since the lyr-
ics exist as text, it’s easy to cut and paste material be-
tween verses or out of a word processor. If you’ve left out
an important tie in the music or a syllable in the lyrics, no
problem: simply make your changes and click on the “ap-
ply changes” button to reflow your text as if for the first
time. No complex tools or menus to deal with. With Over-
ture, songwriters can save any number of lyrics to the
same verse, and simply enable the lyric that they want to
print. For instance, you may have two great lyrics you
could start a song with. You can assign them both to verse
one and print two different versions of the song to take to
your session. No major editing is required.

String Instrument Tablature. Use Overture to cre-
ate tablature notation in which the number of string lines
and their individual tuning is completely definable, to ac-
commodate a variety of instruments. Overture will con-
vert standard musical notation to your defined tablature
staff by simply choosing the “Notes to Tablature” com-
mand from the “Notes” menu. You can ask Overture to fix
the transcription to a particular position on the finger-
board or to allow the transcription to “float” within a pre-
defined “finger span”. You can copy, paste, and delete
tablature entries. When you drag a tablature marking to a
new string, Overture automatically enters its new fret
value for that string!

The new generation of notation software is finally here,
with the emphasis on productivity and power. Overture
is currently available for any Macintosh computer run-
ning System 7 with at least 4 megs of RAM installed at a
list price of just $495. But you know the drill by now:
Make a call immediately to your Sweetwater sales engi-
neer for additional information and your special pricing
on Overture 2.0!

Overture is everything you’d expect in notation software from a company
that has ten years of experience with music industry professionals.

IF IT’S BROKEN AND YOU NEED IT FIXED...  Our Service Department is Factory Authorized! Call (219) 432-8176



RETURN POLICIES AND OTHER
UNSOLVED MYSTERIES

By Chuck and Brenda Surack
Owners, Sweetwater Sound

One of our loyal customers recently sent us a page from
another music retailer’s catalog which is sent to musicians
all over the country. He had circled their return policy and
sent a note expressing incredulity over the specific word-
ing. “Can you believe they actually put this in print?" he
asked. The policy in question reads as follows:

OUR (COMPETITOR’S) GUARANTEE
The boss hates fine print, so here it is: All sales are final.
No refunds on delivered merchandise. Please take your
time and be certain that the items you wish to purchase
are the items you wish to keep . . .

This is a real quote from a real catalog — honestly,
we don’t think we could have made something like this
up. While Sweetwater customers rest easy knowing that
they can always return any equipment that doesn’t ex-
actly fit their needs, there are a great many retailers who
have return poli-
cies (or actually,
non-return poli-
cies) similar to the
one above. In es-
sence, what they’re
saying is you’d bet-
ter read the catalog
carefully, because
you’re stuck with
whatever you de-
cide to buy. Obvi-
ously they believe
that the average
musician,  being
clairvoyant,  can
select their equipment based on some photos and a para-
graph or two of text.

There are other retailers who do accept returns, but can
hit you with the classic “restocking fee,” which can be up
to 20% of your purchase. Imagine buying a $2,000 key-
board, finding it doesn't give you the sound you’re after,
then having to pay $400 to return it! Amazing, isn’t it?

Look, we’re not out to ridicule other dealers’ return poli-
cies. We figure our customers are savvy enough to decide
how fair such policies might be without us having to point
to a particular retailer and make fun of them. However, we
do feel it is absolutely vital that we advise all musicians to
be perfectly clear about return policies before ordering any
gear, whether they are buying from a local dealer or from
one of the larger national companies.

Here at Sweetwater, we have a pretty simple policy: If
you’re not happy, we’re not happy and we’ll do whatever it
takes to make it right. We pioneered the concept of the cus-
tomer satisfaction guarantee, and ten years later we still
have the strongest guarantee in the business. While we’re
not about to accept an item that shipped out three months
ago and gets returned to us so beat up that we know it’s

Q:  I keep hearing about “packing” my tape that I
use with my ADAT. What is “packing” a tape?

A:  Packing a tape is a process that you should do
with all new tapes that you plan to use with any digi-
tal multitrack (Super VHS or 8mm format) or any DAT
machine, as well.

First you find a suitcase . . . just kidding! Seri-
ously, it is a very simple procedure: When you get
new tape from Sweetwater, before you format the tape
you should put it in the tape machine and fast for-
ward the tape all the way to the end and then rewind
the tape back to the beginning. You then fast forward
to the end again and rewind back to the beginning.
Do this before you format the tape! You have now
packed the tape.

Why do you need to pack a tape you ask? There
are a few reasons. First, packing a tape will equal out
the tension on the tape. Your tape machine will like
this! Second, this “exercising” will allow any initial
stretching of the tape to occur before data is recorded
on it. Third, packing will rid the tape of any loose par-
ticles of oxidation. These loose particles of oxidation,
if not shed initially, can quickly dirty up your tape head
and give you data errors!

A couple of other quick MDM tape pointers (all
these rules apply to DATs as well):

1) It is unwise to record on the first two or three
minutes of tape. You can if you absolutely have to but
because this part of the tape is very tightly wound on
the spool it is the least reliable. 2)  Never leave your
tape in the machine for extended periods of time and
never turn off the machine with a tape in it. 3)  It is
usually a good idea to stay with the same brand and
type of tape for the life of the machine. Tapes erode
tiny “groves” into the guides and head of these ma-
chines and once they are cut, a different type of tape
may not fall into these groves correctly for reliable
performance. 4) Dry cleaning tapes, while being able
to “scrape” the dirt off of heads and guides, are fairly
abrasive and are no substitute for a real head clean-
ing. Use dry cleaning tapes sparingly but clean your
heads (use a professional technician if necessary)
regularly.

Q: Why should I buy my memory for my K2000
from Sweetwater when I can get it a little cheaper at a
computer store?

A:  This might seem to be a very simple question,
but the answer is a bit more complicated. Essentially,
it is because we have done all the necessary research
and our memory is guaranteed to work in your K2000
or any other hardware you may have, like Sample-
Cell, E-mu or Roland samplers, etc.

You should understand that all memory chips are
not created equal. The types of boards they are on, as
well as any number of the components mounted on
the board can be very differ ent. These subtle differ-
ences, while not often having a profound effect on
their performance in computers, can sometimes be
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— Continued on page 9

been on the road, we do try to be fair with everyone. Let’s say
you bought an item 33 days ago, gave it a thorough workout
and found it just didn’t do the job for you. If you can return
it to us in the original shipping container without any
scratches, dents or dings along with all manuals and blank
warranty cards, we won’t hassle you — we’ll exchange the
item for something that will do the job, give you credit to-
wards a future purchase or issue you a refund. We only ask
that you be fair with us and try to evaluate equipment as
quickly as possible and please, don’t rack mount an item
unless you know you’re going to keep it (those metal screws
can really do a lot of cosmetic damage). If you’re not happy,
just call your sales engineer and we’ll take care of you. It’s
really that simple. (For complete details check out page 7.)

Because our sales engineers are all musicians as well as
studio owners themselves and not just order-takers, they make
certain that in just about every instance, the equipment de-
livered to your door is exactly the equipment you need to do
the job. That’s the reason we actually have so few returns:
These people know the equipment we sell, will evaluate your
needs, then recommend the item that will be perfect for your

application.
    We want all our
customers to have a
blast using the
equipment they buy
from us. After all,
making music can
be hard work, but
it's also one of the
most rewarding ex-
periences imagin-
able. Having to
worry that you
might get stuck with
the wrong gear is a
problem you just

don’t need. We think when you compare music retailers’ re-
turn policies, you’ll see Sweetwater is the clear industry leader.

Regular readers of this column know there’s always some-
thing going on around Sweetwater. Our growth has been tre-
mendous over this past year and since we’re now completely
out of room, we’ve begun construction on a new warehouse
that’s actually going to be larger than our entire existing
three-story building. We’ll eventually be building a brand new
recording studio, as well (designed by industry legend Russ
Berger). Some of you may not be aware of the fact that Sweet-
water got its start in the business as a full service recording
facility back in 1979, but it’s always been an integral part of
our company, not simply as a revenue source, but just as im-
portantly as a place where we’re constantly using and evalu-
ating all the many products we sell.

Knowing that we’re going to be building this new state-
of-the-art recording facility we decided to install a brand new
Euphonix CS2000 automated mixing console, which com-
bines the very best of two worlds: analog audio mixing un-
der total digital control. As you probably know, the con-

The Sweetwater Sound recording studio control room with new auto-
mated Euphonix CS2000 Console is just part of our latest expansion.

— Continued on page 9

ORDERS PROCESSED SAME DAY! In most cases, orders ship the same day we receive them! (219) 432-8176
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ANALOG GROOVE MACHINES!
A lot of people seem to associate Sweetwater with sam-

pling keyboards and highly-detailed acoustic simulations,
probably because we were the first dealer to support the re-
nowned Kurzweil 250 and the “image” just stuck. But lots of
our sales engineers and tech support people actually are
heavily into the latest dance music, laying down room-shak-

ing basses and gut-wrenching drum tracks. What’s more, the
Sweetwater warehouses are fully stocked with the instruments
that have the sounds that are so crucial to this expressive
type of music.

Old analog synths were huge-sounding, though not very
stable, and when digital machines became available, many
musicians were quick to jump on that bandwagon,
not realizing that you really need both technolo-
gies — digital for accurate, detailed sounds, ana-
log for warm, fat sounds. So it’s no surprise that
several companies have not only brought back
that classic, fat analog sound, but improved on
it, as well. Let’s take a quick look . . .

From Novation comes the BassStation, our
first combination of old and new technology.
Priced at just $649.95 list, this two-octave, dual-oscillator
instrument was designed to do just one thing well: produce
that much sought-after analog bass sound. Not only that,
but it gives you real knobs to turn for instant interactivity
with your sound. It even lets you choose between two and

OUR BEST-SELLING MICROPHONES FOR 1996

four-pole resonant low pass filters. If you need more
than two octaves, you can MIDI up a Novation
BassStation Rack ($799.95 list) to your favorite
controller. The rackmount unit lets you move beyond
bass into fat pads and leads with its tuneable second
oscillator (which takes you from 16' all the way to 2' while

Oscillator 1 is fixed at 8'). Reviewers have remarked on
how accurately these instruments capture the “snarl”
of the classic (and overpriced) original analog synths.

Novation also builds a rackmountable unit called
the DrumStation Rack ($995.95 list) which captures
all the sounds once produced by the coveted Roland
TR808 and 909 drum machines. Like the other Nova-
tion products, this thing comes with real knobs you
can turn to customize each sound to your liking.

First introduced last year with much fanfare,
Clavia DMI made headlines with its Nord Lead Vir-
tual Analog Synthesizer. While the original was
great, the updated Nord Lead (with ROM update 2.0)

gives you 80 fully editable analog drum sounds which you
can use to build up to ten analog drum kits, each with as many
as eight zones. There are 100 more factory performances and
a new Notch Filter, as well as improved MIDI performance, all
at a list price of just $1995 (which is actually lower than the
cost of the original Nord Lead!). This is a great instrument for

producing those classic analog sounds, but it can also do some
impressive other synthesis emulations, as well (a real plus)
and comes with a built-in arpeggiator. There’s even a rackmount
version available at a list price of just $1695.

Of course, one company that was there right at the begin-

ning of analog synthesis — and they were the designers of
those cherished 808 and 909 drum machines — is Roland.
As you might expect, they have also updated their classic de-

signs and now offer musicians the MC-303 Groovebox
($895 list). The 303 produces all the killer sounds Roland
has become famous for, like the 808 and 909 sounds, plus
TR606, 727 and CR-78 sounds, along with a very cool selec-

tion of fashionably “lo-fi” samples that have just
the right amount of crunch. It also offers up 49
bass tones, Chord Hits, “trance” stabs and
plenty of blazing leads, plus built-in multi-ef-
fects, an arpeggiator and much more.
     We can’t go without mentioning the E-mu
Orbit the Dance Planet module ($995 list)
and Launch Pad controller ($489 list) which
also give you access to some absolutely killer

synth and drum sounds (including tons of drum loops!).
     These incredible new machines give you all the great old
sounds, plus lots of new choices and control, so call your
Sweetwater sales engineer immediately for more information
and your low pricing on these great analog groove machines!

AKG C414 B-ULS ($1249 list)
uses the same one-inch gold-
sputtered dual-diaphragm cap-
sule design of the classic 414s,
but with newly-designed elec-
tronics that offer true digital
level performance. Low inher-
ent self-noise and high overload
point guarantees a dynamic
range on the order of 126 dB.

AUDIO TECHNICA 4050/CM5
($995 list) is a low-noise, trans-
formerless, multiple-pattern
studio microphone designed for
use in the most demanding situ-
ations. It utilizes dual gold-
plated, aged, large-diaphragm
condenser elements for ex-
tended frequency response. The
microphone polar patterns can
be switched for cardioid, omni-
directional or figure 8 operation.

BEYERDYNAMIC MC740 ($1599 list) is a multi-
pattern studio mic with flat frequency response
unaffected by polar pattern changes. Features
a large diaphragm with gold vaporized double
membrane element. A very versatile performer.
NEUMANN TLM193 ($1495 list) is a large dia-
phragm, double membrane cardioid condenser
mic designed for critical recording, broadcast
and live sound applications. Offering Neumann
quality state-of-the-art specifications and per-
formance in a value-conscious package.

RODE NT-2 ($749 list) is one of the newest mics
on the block and gaining popularity rapidly. It
has a unique sound and frankly, it looks really cool. The NT2
has a bright cutting sound reminiscent of vintage mics of the
late 50's, which are extremely rare and expensive today.

OTHERS: Audio Technica Wireless Systems (1200 Series pic-
tured on left) and AT 4041, Crown CM-700,  Beyerdynamic
Classic M88 and M500, Vega R2020 Wireless. ULTRA HIGH
END: AKG C12VR, Neumann U87 and M149, Rode Classic Tube.

Call us today for more information and special low pricing!

CHECK OUT OUR COMPLETE LISTING OF HOT MICS ON OUR WEB SITE: “WWW.SWEETWATER.COM”
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➧
IT’S EASY
to do BUSINESS with

SWEETWATER
SOUND

PICK UP THE PHONE
AND CALL US AT

We accept VISA, MASTERCARD, AMERICAN EXPRESS and DISCOVER
cards, or you can charge your order directly to your SWEETWATER
TECHNOLOGY CARD (if you don’t have one, we’ll be happy to mail or
fax you an application). We also accept money orders, bank drafts,
personal checks (must clear before shipping) and C.O.D. orders. You
may even be PRE-APPROVED FOR AN INSTANT LINE OF
CREDIT ACCOUNT UP TO $50,000!  (Amount may vary de-
pending upon individual credit history — call us for complete details)

(219) 432-8176

FAX: (219) 432-1758
E-mail: "sales@sweetwater.com”

NOW WITH SOME OF THE LONGEST
HOURS IN THE BUSINESS

9 AM - 9 PM MON-THURS
9 AM - 8 PM FRIDAYS
9 AM- 7 PM SATURDAYS

By Kenny Bergle/Sweetwater Sales Engineer
Do you own or are you considering purchase of a PCI Bus computer? PCI  bus

architecture is bridging the gap between Macs and PCs, meaning they are getting closer
and closer to being the same computer platform. Are you wondering what your options
are concerning hard-disk audio recording? If so, you’re not alone! But there’s already a
product that supports both Mac and PC computers with PCI slots. Digidesign’s
AudioMedia III is a single slot expansion card that records and plays back up to eight
virtual tracks through the card’s two analog inputs and outputs and two digital (S/PDIF)
inputs and outputs, depending on the software used! It’s hard to believe, but the same
card is sold for either computer! (Am I dreaming?) Unlike the old AudioMedia II, the
AudioMedia III card comes with no audio software. It does come with appropriate soft-
ware drivers. Much of the popular audio recording software already supports the
AudioMedia III card on both platforms as we’ll learn in a minute.

In the PC world, Cakewalk ProAudio, Cubase by Steinberg, Logic Audio by
Emagic, and Session by Digidesign are a few of the software titles that support
AudioMedia III.  As of this writing, Cakewalk ProAudio supported the card in half-duplex
only, meaning it will record or playback but not both at the same time (Cakewalk has
announced a future upgrade to remedy this). Cubase and Logic Audio are full-duplex and
can record and playback at the same time. Cubase can record up to eight virtual tracks
on both the analog and digital inputs, making the AudioMedia III a 4-input card, while
playing back up to eight virtual tracks on either the two analog or two digital outputs (but
not four independent outs at the same time). Logic Audio can record up to eight virtual

tracks using either the two
analog or two digital ins
(but not at the same time),
and playback up to eight
virtual tracks on either the
analog or digital outputs,
just like Cubase. Session
by Digidesign also sup-
ports eight virtual tracks
at full-duplex.
   In the Mac world,
Cubase by Steinberg,
Digital Performer by
Mark of the Unicorn,
Logic Audio by Emag-
ic, ProTools by Digide-

sign, and StudioVision by Opcode all support the PCI-bus AudioMediaIII card. They
all support the card in pretty much the same configuration: Full-duplex, eight virtual
tracks, two in and two outs at a time (either analog or digital). Digital Performer also
sends the same mix out both the analog and digital stereo pairs all the time. These soft-
ware titles all have their own claim to fame. Each does something unique the others do
not do (or do as easily!). Space prohibits us from getting into the details here, so call
your Sweetwater sales engineer to get the scoop on which is right for your needs.

ProTools PCI ! Are two ins and outs not enough for you? The Mac PCI platform offers
several other more flexible options. The two now shipping are Digidesign’s ProTools
Project and ProTools III. ProTools Project PCI is an 8-in/8-out package complete with
hardware and software. ProTools Project ships with the ProTools software and allows for
a complete 8-track digital audio workstation, including recording, mixing, EQ, and edit-
ing. The user can opt for either an 882io, which has balanced 1/4” connectors for analog
ins and outs and a pair of S/PDIF digital ins and outs, or the 888io which has eight
balanced XLR connectors for analog ins and outs and four pairs of AES/EBU digital ins
and outs. The 888io also has LED metering and calibration pots on the front panel .  Ask
your Sweetwater Sales Engineer for further differences and details in the two audio
interfaces. ProTools III PCI is an expandable system that can support up to 56 ins and
outs and 48 tracks! It also supports either the 882io or the 888io, or a combination of
both. It also includes ProTools software and the on-board DSP processing power of TDM
which allows for all kinds of real-time DSP, such as compression, EQ, limiting, time-
compression/expansion, pitch changing, multi-effects, and more. There’s way too much
information about this particular system to squeeze into just one article (or even a whole
series of articles), so call your Sweetwater Sales Engineer to fully understand the power
of TDM and ProTools III PCI and what it can do for your studio.

The Bottom Line: There’s always a bottom line, isn’t there? In this case, it’s pretty
darn good! If you have been waiting to purchase a computer because the market seemed
too confusing and transitional, the wait is over. Sure, there will always be something

PCI Hard Disk Recording is Here!

It runs on a Mac or PC. Now if it would just do the dishes...

— Continued on page 9

SWEETWATER HAS IT ALL:
• The Biggest Selection of
Products IN STOCK!
• The Best Prices!
• The Most Knowledgeable
Sales Staff Anywhere!
• The Finest Technical
Support Department on
the Entire Planet!
PLUS OUR FAMOUS
“NO HYPE/NO HASSLES”
BEST VALUE GUARANTEE
See, if you’re not happy,
we’re not happy! So if you purchase a prod-
uct from our huge in-stock inventory and it just
doesn’t do the job for you, call your Sweetwater sales engineer immedi-
ately! We’ll do whatever it takes to make it right! We can exchange it for
another item, give you credit towards a future purchase or just issue you a
refund — hey, it’s your choice. What could be simpler? All we ask is that you
evaluate equipment in a timely manner (and please don’t put it in your rack
or pile other stuff on top of it). If you’re not completely satisfied, return the
item in like-new condition with all manuals and blank warranty cards in the
original packaging (save all those boxes, people!). Nobody else in the in-
dustry takes care of its customers like Sweetwater!
The fine print reads: Refunds, credit and exchanges are for product value
only and do not include shipping costs. The item must exhibit no cosmetic
damage or signs of wear. Equipment must be in manufacturer’s original
carton with manuals, warranty cards, disks, etc. Ship items in a sturdy box
and secure with heavy duty tape. Special orders are excluded.

NEED IT RIGHT AWAY? We can ship any product to you overnight! Call for details: (219) 432-8176
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For decades, audiophiles have been looking for ways
to move beyond the boundaries of just two speakers. Any-
one remember the 1970s and the birth (and rapid demise)
of Quadraphonic sound? After many companies tried and
failed, in 1988 a small company located in Calgary, Alberta,
Canada developed new technology that could greatly en-
hance audio localization (the ability to place sound in
space), as well as dramatically increase the realism and
range of sound placement on conventional stereo playback
systems. That company was QSound Labs, Inc.

Today, their rapidly growing family of audio enhance-
ment technologies include analog and digital hardware,
stand alone software tools and add-on (plug-ins) to exist-
ing audio software. So dramatic is the process that the com-
pany developed that it was granted 13 US patents. Re-
cently, on September 7th of this year, Burbank-based West
Productions captured Emmy Awards for both Outstanding
Sound Mixing and Outstanding Sound Editing for their ex-
ceptional work on the hit series “The X-Files.” No surprise

QSound: 3D Audio That Works

If you’ve been looking for a simple, compact amplifier with uncompromising sonic accuracy and a
proven track record for reliability, but without the huge price tag these things can sometimes carry, you
just might be looking for the Crown D-45 or D-75A Power Amplifiers. Carrying suggested list prices
of just $425 and $625 respectively, these amps are the perfect choice for moderate power applications.
With ultra-low distortion, they’re ideal for recording or broadcast nearfield monitoring or even as the
amp of choice in a video suite.

Like all of Crown’s products, the defining characteristic of both these amplifiers is sonic accuracy
with crystal clear highs and tight, well-defined lows. Of course, just about every amplifier claims to
posses these characteristics, but Crown’s specs prove they actually deliver the goods. Plus they’re built
to last longer than your average amp because Crown makes absolutely no compromises when it comes to
manufacturing any of their fine products. What’s more, the company takes the extra time to test every
critical component before assembly, just one reason why Crown feels comfortable backing these amps
with a full three year No-Fault warranty, meaning no matter what happens to your Crown amp — even if
it’s damaged by accident — it’s covered. What’s more, the warranty is totally transferable.

The D-45 is conservatively rated at 35 watts per channel (at 4 ohms/70 watts Bridged at 8 ohms),
while the D-75A pumps out 55 watts per side (at 4 ohms/110 watts Bridged at 8 ohms). We could print all
the impressive specs here, but then you wouldn’t have any reason to call your friendly Sweetwater sales
engineer who’s just dying to tell you more about these amps. They’ll also surprise you with your special
low pricing, so call now! And by the way, if you need a lot more power, Sweetwater carries all the high
power Crown Power Tech and Power Base Amplifiers. Call for details.

CROWN D-SERIES AMPS: Incredible Sound,
Compact Size and Outstanding Reliability

SWEETWATER PROTECTS YOU WITH THE INDUSTRY’S FIRST AND BEST
NO HYPE/NO HASSLES 100% BEST VALUE GUARANTEE

that West’s sound mixing techniques include the use of
QSound Labs’ QSystem audio workstation. Other notable
QSound users include Sting, Bryan Adams, Pink Floyd and

Janet Jackson (nice company to be in, right?).
Of course, you don’t have to be an Emmy-winning post-

production house or a big-name recording artist to afford
QSound technology in your own studio. In fact, QSound 3D
Audio is available in the form of plug ins for some of the
most popular computer-based audio products like
Digidesign’s Pro Tools III System.

QX/TDM ($295 list) is a professional-level stereo
soundfield expander in TDM plug-in form for use with Pro
Tools III. QSound’s patented expansion algorithm moves
widely panned elements far outside the boundaries of nor-
mal stereo, creating a rich, immersive, panoramic soundfield.
Transparent enough to use for your final mix, QX/TDM can
also be used to enhance reverbs, add space to submixes or
to provide outrageous panning effects on individual tracks.

QSYS/TDM ($995 list) is the full-blown, all out QSound
Plug-In for Pro Tools III. It provides four independent
realtime parallel processing channels, each with discrete
sound placement outside the physical stereo speaker loca-
tions using only one DSP Farm card. It gives you indepen-
dent autopanners on each channel with user-definable
shape, rate and direction plus up to 30ms of delay per chan-
nel for enhanced QSound effects. Take a look at the screen
shot below for an overview of the QSound process.

Also available is the QX/SDII Soundfield Expander
($295 list) for Digidesign’s Sound Designer II software used
with AudioMedia II, SoundTools II, Pro Tools or Session 8
(for Mac). QX gives you the ability to push ambience or
atmospherics out into the room while keeping the center
of your mix solid and natural. Then there’s QTools/SF ($195
list), a software Plug-In for the PC-based Sound Forge 3.0
and 4.0 sound editing software from Sonic Foundry.

If all this seems rather complex, just think of QSound
as an awesome creative tool you can use to actually bring
your music out away from your main speakers without hav-
ing to use additional hardware (like more amps and speak-
ers). You can even move sounds outside the left/right bound-
aries of your main speakers to literally envelope the lis-
tener in your music or sonic effects. Think of it as “Virtual
Reality” for your stereo: close your eyes and QSound-pro-
cessed sound can totally immerse you in the sound field!

If this sounds intriguing, we suggest you contact your
Sweetwater sales engineer for more information and spe-
cial low pricing on all the QSound products we carry!

IF YOU’RE NOT HAPPY, WE’RE NOT HAPPY! Call us for complete details: (219) 432-8176



By Daniel Fisher, Chief Soundware Engineer
Introducing Synthetica 1: Sonic Visions for the Kurzweil

K2000/K2500 and K2vx. It’s 100 absolutely over-the-top pro-
grams designed to give you fresh inspiration for your
songwriting, scoring and live performances. It may even give
you new insights into the power of V.A.S.T. It ships on a 3.5"
diskette, is compatible with all the current Kurzweil instruments,
requires at least two megs of RAM and sells for just $39.95.

These programs were created by our newest Soundware
Engineer, Gary Phillips, and they have an interesting story to
go with them. As you may already know, the Sweetwater
Soundware Development Facility has been under constant pres-
sure to create more soundware for our own products, as well
as developing programs and samples for several of the major
keyboard companies. This rapid growth had created the need
for yet another Soundware Engineer. But after several months
of advertising on our Web Site, in Sweet Notes and with sev-
eral Internet groups, we still had not selected our Engineer yet.

Fast forward to September: One of our customers sends
in his K2000 to have a larger hard drive installed. After the
Service Technician transfers
the data from the old drive
to the new drive, he loads
some files to test it. He then
starts playing some of the
programs. Bruce Hendrix,
our Director of Customer
Support, overhears the
sounds from his office and
wants to know where they
came from, then brings the
keyboard to me and says,
“Dan, you’ve got to hear these programs!” I look at the hard
drive directory and see file after file called: MYPROGS1.KRZ,
MYPROGS2.KRZ, etc.

It takes a lot to impress me these days, but these pro-
grams really got my attention, so I made a phone call to Gary
and asked if this was really all his programming. It was. After a
lengthy conversation, we decided to bring Gary down for an
interview and as of October 1st, he became our newest
Soundware Engineer.

Now what, you might ask, is Synthetica? Well, they’re the
kinds of sounds that were almost impossible to get a few years
back without hooking up two or three synths via MIDI. The
focal point was to use V.A.S.T. to explore new sonic textures. I
warn you now: you won’t find pretty guitars and harps with
strings. Instead, you’ll discover programs like “Synthetica” with
its many layers of pulsing, swirling textural webs, or “Digital
Soda”, a spattering of digitally clipped bubbles. There are also
haunting pads like “Light Years Away!”, “Big Warm One”, and
“Into the Sun!” that seem to create musical ideas all by them-
selves. But if you’re ready to leave “music” all together try the
sonic insanity of “Verchual Reality” and “Freak Out”.

 Synthetica’s 100 Programs and 25 Setups all make cre-
ative use of Velocity, Mod Wheel and Data Slider to add your
own personal touch to these sonic textures. You can also “Im-
port” any of these Program’s Layers into your own Programs
to add some sonic spice to your “garden variety” sounds.

We think you’ll be as knocked out as we were with Gary’s
fresh perspectives and spatial concepts. Contact your
Sweetwater Sales Engineer for other Kurzweil Libraries like our
Techno/Ambient Programs and our exclusive line of Sweetwa-
ter CD-ROMs that will push your K2000/K2500/K2VX and your
music to new levels.
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the difference between working well or not working
at all in some instruments, most of which are not de-
signed with the tolerances that computers must have
and require very specific types of chips. In some
cases, the chips required are literally “one of a kind.”

Our sales staff will ask you exactly what you are
planning to use the memory in when you buy, so you
are guaranteed to get the right chips. How many com-
puter store salespeople know what a K2000 or a
SampleCell is? If you buy memory from a computer
store, they most likely will not guarantee that the
memory is going to work and may not allow you to
return the memory if it does not function correctly.

At Sweetwater, we are always working to find the
optimal types of chips for each instrument to ensure
totally trouble free operation. All the memory Sweet-
water stocks is specifically designed to be used in
the K2000, for example (or SampleCell, or E-mu sam-
plers, etc.). They are designed to require a low cur-
rent draw. Have you ever looked at the  power supply
in your computer? It’s HUGE and is capable of sup-
plying anywhere from 250-400 watts of power. The
K2000, on the other hand, has a much smaller power
supply and supplies about 150 watts of power. You
could burn out the power supply in your K2000 if the
memory draws too much current. Of course, it is far
more likely that it just will not work correctly. Crashes
and corrupt samples are sometimes caused just by
having the wrong memory chips installed. With RAM
prices coming down (finally!), does it make sense to
go through the hassle of having to return chips that
won't work properly in your instruments just to save
a few dollars?

— Continued from page 5

Q&A

faster and (arguably) better coming out. But if you
continue to wait for the next best thing, then the
“grass is always greener” syndrome will prevent you
from ever achieving your ultimate goal: getting your
music into a form other people can enjoy. If you run
a commercial or semi-commercial facility, then wait-
ing and watching your client’s dollars go elsewhere
is just not an option.

An interesting thing has happened with the re-
lease of PCI hard-disk recording systems—something
that should happen with every new platform, but
doesn’t. The software and hardware are more stable!
Every PCI system we have put together (and that’s
quite a few already!) has been much easier to debug
and much more stable than some of the older hard
disk-based systems!  As PCI architecture draws Macs
and PCs closer together, we can only hope that this
trend for ease of use and stability continues. After
all, I guess all of us have been working on this for
more than ten years now, so it’s about time!

I haven’t even scratched the surface in discuss-
ing the advantages and almost limitless options avail-
able. I just wanted to let you know that it’s real and it
works — right now! So call us here at Sweetwater
for complete information and, of course, your spe-
cial low pricing!

— Continued from page 7

standard sync frequencies for film and video situa-
tions including 0.1% pull up and down requirements.

If you add this all up, you get world class Apogee
A/D converters, a super-clean stereo mic preamp, a
digital format converter and 20-bit resolution via UV22
(or 20-bit straight through into something like a Digi-
design AudioMedia card) all in a neat little 1/3 rack
space box.

We can send you a brochure with quotes from in-
dustry notables like Roger Nichols (of Steely Dan
fame), or better yet, you can call us here at Sweetwa-
ter for complete information and your special low
pricing. Of course, if you decide to attain the 20-bit
dream and purchase an AD-1000 for yourself (and ne-
gotiate for those knives), be sure to tell your sales en-
gineer that Rob sent you — maybe they’ll even buy
me lunch!

PCI RECORDING

APOGEE AD-1000
— Continued from page 3

and it also responds to FEX (Fostex Exclusive Message)
which offers enhanced communication ability when con-
trolled by a computer.

EASY EDITING: Editing on the D80 is powerful, yet
easy to use and understand. You can Cut, Copy, Paste &
Move sections to the same, another or multiple tracks
and repeat a paste up to 99 times automatically. Digital
Quality, Expansion, Synchronization and Easy Editing —
the new Fostex D-80 has it all. And unlike conventional
analog multitracks, or for that matter tape-based digital

recorders, the D-80 has instantaneous search to ZERO,
ABS END and any of the in-built 6 cue points.

DIGITAL MASTERING: The versatile optical S/P-
DIF provides for stereo digital IN and OUT of source sig-
nals, DAT connection for archive & restore, and it offers
Word Clock for sample accurate synchronization.

Obviously there’s a lot more we could tell you about
this versatile performer (and you might guess by my tone
that I’m a believer!), but all we really have the room to
say here is that we have D80s in stock right now at
surprisingly affordable prices! We also have the Fostex
DMT-8 Digital Multitracker with integral mixer in
stock at a price you just won’t believe. It’s the lowest
priced hard disk recorder on the market today! So give
us a call and find out more about these terrific values!

—Continued from page 3

sole is the very heart of any studio and the Euphonix unit
is the most sophisticated mixer we’ve ever seen. Not only
is it ultra-clean, but it’s also user-configurable, meaning
that an engineer can literally redesign the signal path
from the ground up via it’s digital interface. Just about
every knob, switch and slider can be assigned a function
as needed. One knob may be a low pass filter during one
session and an effects send for another. It has so many
features that we couldn’t possibly list them all here. We
think it’s going to be a great addition to our new studio,
as well as a super valuable tool that will allow us to evalu-
ate every piece of new gear in a real world situation.

We’ll have more to tell you about our expansion plans
as they occur. But for now, we want to take just a brief
moment to thank each and every one of our customers
for their support during what has been another record-
breaking year. Have a wonderful holiday season and a
most prosperous new year!

THE FOSTEX D80 HARD DISK MULTITRACK

INSIDE SWEETWATER
— Continued from page 5

WE STOCK THOUSANDS OF PRODUCTS FROM ALL MAJOR MANUFACTURERS!   If you don’t see it here, CALL US!
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The music scene keeps changing. Everyone needs more power. It’s louder than ever, but everyone
want’s to hear every word of the lyrics, every note of the music. But that’s okay with the people at JBL. See,
the more musicians demand, the better they design their products. Our case in point today: the MR900
Series. In fact, with the MR Series loudspeakers, “LOUD” is indeed the operative word. And since these
speakers feature JBL’s new SonicGuard Circuitry, you can really push these babies to the very limits of
performance without spending the whole time worrying about a blown speaker — those days are over!

SonicGuard actually monitors sus-
tained average long-term power levels
against thermal stress and instanta-
neous peaks against mechanical stress
(Hey, can you do that? Thought not). And
unlike other protection circuitry,
SonicGuard is completely inaudible
(even to children and small pets whose
hearing has not been, shall we say, tam-
pered with). An indicator light on the
input terminal cup illuminates when
SonicGuard is actively compressing the
audio signal, so you can back off on your
screaming (or whatever it was you were
doing at that time), allowing the speaker to return to normal mode without interruption. In fact, the
SonicGuard circuit is so smart, it only activates on transient peaks that threaten the high frequency driver,
while letting through non-damaging peaks unaltered. The result is loud AND clear.

There are eight magnificent monitors in the MR-Series, beginning with the MR902 and MR905 (shown
above) which come with 12" and 15" low frequency drivers respectively, plus Flat-Front Bi-Radial horn.
List price for the MR902 is $726 and $819 for the MR905. Either speaker can be set up at 30 or 60-degree
angles for increased flexibility. Of course, as you achieve super-stardom, you may want to move all the way
up to the horn-loaded 3-way MR926 with 15" LF driver and pure titanium driver on a Flat-Front Bi-Radial
horn at a list price of just $897 (of course, by that time you’ll have somebody else buying your equipment,
so be sure to hand them a copy of this issue of Sweet Notes).

No matter what your needs or budget, there’s a JBL MR-Series speaker that’s rugged enough to take
you all the way to the top, so call us for more information and your special low pricing!

POSITIONS AVAILABLE:
Sales Interns

Build your future with a proven winner! Sweetwater
Sound is looking for a few music technology savvy
people to work closely with our experienced senior sales
staff in a uniquely customer oriented sales environment.
Applicants must be willing to invest the time and effort
required to learn the Sweetwater philosophy of adding
value for the customer. In addition to advanced in-house
sales and product training, we offer Sweetwater Univer-
sity which provides an all encompassing course in-
cluding music technology, applications and products.
Upon completion of the internship, applicants will have
the opportunity to join the best sales staff in the indus-
try. For confidential consideration, submit a resume to:
Human Resources/Sales Intern, Sweetwater Sound, 5335
Bass Road, Ft. Wayne, IN 46808 or call Jeff Radke at
(219) 432-8176.

Salespeople
Join the most knowledgeable sales team in the world!
If you are a proven winner and are unsatisfied with your
prospects at your current job, consider trading your job
for a career at Sweetwater. We provide a professional
work environment with all of the tools essential to your
success. Warning: this is not an easy job! Applicants
not willing to accept the challenge of working in a fast
paced environment while staying on top of the latest
technical advances in our industry need not apply (we
are not looking for "warm bodies"). Sales professionals
willing to put in the effort to excel will have the oppor-
tunity to earn a salary commensurate with their abili-
ties and drive. For confidential consideration, submit a
resume and salary history to: Human Resources/Sales
Position, Sweetwater Sound, 5335 Bass Road, Ft. Wayne,
IN 46808 or call Jeff Radke at (219) 432-8176

YOU CAN’T BEAT OUR BEST VALUE GUARANTEE!  See page 7 for more details or call us at: (219) 432-8176

MOTU SERVES UP RED HOT NEW PRODUCTS
When we unveiled Mark of the Unicorn’s latest

multiport MIDI interface, the MIDI Timepiece AV in
our last issue, we knew it was big news (hey, we put it
right there on the front cover, didn’t we?). But we
weren’t prepared for the sheer volume of orders that
began pouring in as soon as our Summer issue hit
musicians’ mailboxes. In a matter of days, our shelves
were just about empty of MTP AVs (as we affection-
ately call them). So we did what any thoughtful dealer
would surely do: We called the manufacturer and
screamed, “Help! We need more units!”

The message obviously hit home at MOTU, because
almost before we got off the phone, we could just about
hear those manufacturing plants revving up into over-
drive mode, and the good news is that by the time you
read this, there should be plenty of MTP AVs sitting
back there in our giant warehouse, ready to ship right
to your door at our super low price (it really is so low,
we can’t print it here...honest)!

But while we were waiting on pins and needles for

more AVs, the company went and introduced two more
new products that will have all of us scrambling to
keep up with orders: MOTU’s award-winning sequenc-
ing software, Performer has been updated and accel-
erated for Power Macs as Version 5.5 ($495 list). It’s
list of features is way too long to print here (maybe
next issue), but suffice it to say that it’s faster, better,
cooler . . . Oh, and it works with 680X0 Macs as well.

Also shipping is the new MIDI Express XT MIDI
interface with SMPTE sync and MIDI Machine Control
for Macintosh and Windows computers ($395 list). It
offers 8 MIDI inputs, 9 MIDI outputs, 128 MIDI chan-
nels, SMPTE sync and front panel presets at a truly
revolutionary price.

Now, hopefully we can keep enough of these new
products in our warehouse to satisfy all you musicians
out there who want one! And if you feel the need to
know all about these great products, check out our
Web Site at “www.sweetwater.com” or just call your
sales engineer for information and super low pricing!

JBL’S MR900 SERIES: THE HARDER
YOU PUSH, THE MORE THEY GIVE!

Take your music to a new level with JBL‘s MR900 Series Loudspeak-
ers with active SonicGuard Circuitry that protects your investment.



By Jim Miller
First of all, I want to thank all those wonderful Sweet-

water customers who cared enough to send me get well
messages after I mentioned in the last issue of Sweet
Notes that I had a kidney stone. The mail pretty much
split down the middle between people who were just sorry
to hear I wasn’t feeling well, and the other half who had
actually suffered with a kidney stone themselves and
fully sympathized with what I was going through. Many
thanks to each and every one of you and I’m happy to
report that I’m doing just fine now and am trying my
best to make sure I never get another one of those nasty
things in the future.

But on to other more interesting topics . . .
Not too long ago, I was asked by Electronic

Musician magazine to do a review of the
Earthworks OM1 and TC30K Microphones
(and yes, for those of you who have asked many
times, I am indeed the same Jim Miller who
writes all those EM articles). Since I was in
the middle of working on several sample CD
ROM collections (including Sweetwater’s new
Ultimate Guitars Collection), as well as a sepa-
rate album project, I felt I could really give these
things a thorough workout.

Now I should mention here and now that I
don’t happen to be one of those people who
claims to be able to hear the difference between
different brands of mics, or even between two
of the same model mics (heck, there are people
who claim to be able to hear the difference be-
tween different types of speaker wire, and who
am I to argue with them?). I’m also not in awe
of certain high-end mics (I don’t pass out just
being in the same room with Neumanns or
B&Ks). I feel I own all the great mics I need to do vari-
ous recording projects and sampling sessions.

Having said all that, I have to admit that I was rather
overwhelmed by the Earthworks mics once I really got a
handle on how to set them up to do what they do best.
First of all, these are omnidirectional mics, and I can
honestly say I rarely use the omnidirectional feature on
my high end, large diaphragm AKGs, so it took me a little

tools that help to shape and control the sound in your room.
Actually, the ideal situation is to completely erase any effect the room has on

the sound. In Dr. D’Antonio’s own words, “The music you hear in your studio is
distorted by interfering reflections and the room’s low frequency modal response.
Even the most sophisticated electronic equipment cannot overcome these acoustic
problems. Listen to the music, not the room.” Sounds good to me!

We strongly suggest you access our Web Site and read Dr. D'Antonio’s Paper.
When you see how dramatically listening room problems can degrade audio perfor-
mance, you’ll probably be thinking twice before starting any critical mix in a totally
untreated studio. Aside from that, the concepts presented are interesting and im-
portant for all of us who make our livings in music business or even if you just want
to make sure that the music you’re making sounds the best it possibly can.

AcousticTools from RPG is the first truly affordable, integrated system that lets
you realize the full potential of your hardware investment. RPG has been recog-
nized worldwide as the acoustical reference of the music industry with tens of thou-
sands of diffuser systems already installed at prestigious facilities such as the Hit
Factory, Sony Music, Real World Studios and Gateway Mastering. AcousticTools
packages now bring the proven performance of this cutting-edge technology within
reach of every single musician with a home or project studio. It’s a difference ev-
eryone can hear, not just those folks with “golden ears.”

There are actually so many performance packages available that we couldn’t
even begin to describe them all here, but what is important is that there are listen-
ing room solutions for musicians starting at a shockingly low list price of just $279!

PEAK screen shot

while to figure out just where to position these sleek-
looking mics for the best results, and that’s typically very
close in — in one instance, I was sampling a Taylor acous-
tic 12-string with an OM1 only about an inch away from
the soundhole, a place where your average cardioid mic

tends to produce a hideous tubby sound due to the prox-
imity effect. Not so with either the OM1s and TC30Ks;
they remained crisp and clean no matter where I pointed
them on the guitar.

I also did some sampling with these mics in front of
an amp pumping out high volume guitar riffs as well as
popped bass tones and later, even right inside a kick drum.
I won’t go into all the details here since most of you are

EM readers already (if not, you’ll just have to run out a
buy a copy of the November issue), but my experiences
with these mics prompted me to call Chuck at Sweetwa-
ter and tell him how great they sounded. As usual, he
was way ahead of me, and I’m proud to be the one who

gets to tell you that Sweetwater Sound is al-
ready an authorized Earthworks microphone
dealer.

  For those of you who might be in the mar-
ket for new mics, let me just say this: omni-
directionals, even ones as good as these (and
they compare quite favorably head-to-head
with ultra-expensive, top-of-the-line B&Ks) are
not for everyone. But if you’re in a situation
where you can use omnis, well, you’ll be as
blown away by these killer mics as I was, par-
ticularly when you realize that the OM1s re-
tail at just $450 each, while the TC30Ks list
at $500 (the difference between the two mics
is simple: OM1s are designed to work with
preamps that have electronically balanced in-
puts like those found on Mackie, TASCAM and
Soundcraft boards, while TC30Ks work with
the transformer-coupled inputs found on many
high end consoles like Neve, Summit and
Focusrite, though it will also work with elec-
tronically balanced ins, a plus if you’re not
sure where you’ll be using them). This is a tiny

fraction of what other mics with similar performance
usually cost.

Space restrictions imposed by a harsh editor pre-
vent me from going into more detail about these mics, so
I suggest (as I usually do) that you contact your Sweet-
water sales engineer for all the pertinent information.

Hopefully, next issue I’ll get all my usual space back
because I want to tell you about . . .well, it’ll have to wait.

They feature time-coherant design, look futuristic and sound incredible.

RPG ACOUSTICTOOLS FOR PROJECT STUDIOS — Continued from page one

This particular package, which is geared towards listening rooms of about 8 feet x
11 feet (about the size of your average bedroom studio) consists of six Soundwaves,
two Soundrounds and two Soundcorners. Frankly, this is an insignificant invest-
ment compared to the improvement you will immediately hear.

The AcousticTools room treatment packages are split into three room sizes: 8 x
11, 12 x 16 and 16 x 22 (these are approximate). Then there are three levels of
treatment designated Control Room A, B and C, with A being your best level of
acoustic treatment. The RPG Silver Package ($1999 list) is a perfect way to start
seriously treating your listening room while still staying within a fixed budget. It
consists of four each of the proprietary RPG RFZ Abflectors, B.A.S.S. Traps and
Skylines which will allow you to really experience what this technology can do by
hearing exactly how much better this package will make your room sound (for way
less than the cost of a new multitrack or high end monitors), while allowing for your
future expansion.

Imagine, you’ve spent thousands of dollars — maybe even tens of thousands of
dollars — on your equipment from mixers and multitracks to high quality monitors
and some great mics. That’s a lot of money, but by spending just a fraction of that
on your room, you’ll unlock every bit of the sonic potential of that expensive gear.

So before you spend another dime on equipment, contact us here at Sweetwa-
ter. We can help you choose from AcousticTools packages in just about any price
range. We can even custom design a studio treatment specifically for your room
(you can even send us a fax of your studio). We’ll work with you to make sure it
sounds like a million bucks for, well, a heck of a lot less.

GOT A QUESTION? NEED HELP? Our Technical Support Team is just a phone call away: (219) 432-8176
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Aarvark • AKG • AKAI • Alesis • Alternate Mode • Anatek • Anvil
Antares Systems • Anthony DeMario Labs • Aphex • Apogee • Apple
Arboretum Systems • A.R.T. • Ashly • At-Work Software • Audio Technica • Audix
Auralex Products • Barbetta • BBE Sound • Beyerdynamic • Bias • Bullfrog
Cable Up • Cadence • Cakewalk Music Software • Carver Professional
Charlie Lab • Coda Music Software • Community • Crown • Custom Services
DBX  • DCM • Demeter • Denon • Digidesign • Digital Audio Labs • Digital Music
Digitech/DOD • Drawmer • Drum Tech  DrumTrax • Dynatek Automation
Earthworks • East West • Ebtech • Emagic • E-mu Systems • ETA Systems
Event Electronics • Eventide • Fatar • Focusrite • Fostex • Furman • Genelec
Gentner • Glyph • Godin • Grey Matter Response • Hammond • Hafler
HHB Communications • Hosa Technology • Hughes & Kettner • ILIO
Innovative Quality Software • JBL Professional • JL Cooper Electronics
Juice Goose • Kawai • KMX • Korg • KRK Monitoring • Kurzweil Music Systems

Lexicon • Mackenzie Labratories • Mackie Designs • Marantz Professional • Marion System • Mark of the Unicorn
Middle Atlantic Products • MIDIMan • MIDIMotor • Modern Case Company • Morley • Motion Sound • Neumann • Nord Lead
Novation • Oberheim • Opcode Systems • Onkyo • OSC • Otari • Oz Audio • Panasonic/Ramsa • Pacific Coast Technologies
Passport Designs • PG Music • PreSonus • ProCo Sound • Quantegy • QSound • Q-UP ARTS • Quik-lok • Rane • Raxxess Metalsmiths
ReAn • Roland • RPG Diffusor Systems • RSP Technologies • Sabine • Sennheiser Electronic • Shure • SKB • Sonic Science • Sony
Soundcraft • Sound Ideas • Speck Electronics • Spectrasonics • Steinberg Jones • Stewart Electronics • Studio Technologies
Summit Audio • Symetrix • Sweetwater Products
TAC/AMEK/LANGLEY • Tannoy • TASCAM
TC Electronic • Tech 21 • Telex • Ultimate Support
Vega • Voce • Waves • Yamaha (Ltd.) • Z-Systems
Ask about the many other brands we stock not listed here!

SWEETWATER SOUND  (219) 432-8176 FAX: (219)432-1758    sales@sweetwater.com
Internet Web Site: http://www.sweetwater.com

OVER 100 OF THE BEST NAMES IN THE BUSINESS!

ACOUSTICTOOLS FROM RPG •KORG N-SERIES SYNTHS
TASCAM 564 DIGITAL PORTASTUDIO • OVERTURE 2.0
NEW MACKIE PRODUCTS • HOT MICS and much more SPECIAL HOLIDAY ISSUE

5335 BASS ROAD
FT. WAYNE, IN 46808


